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简介
此文通过作者在中国以及在美国的艺术学习的经历来分析研究不同种类的艺术教育者在艺术
教育中起到的作用。作者相信一个老师的自身修养以及思想与价值观和其自身的专业能力同
样重要。此文中所有创作内容均以英文书写完成，虽然在语法的准确性上无法做到完美，所
提及的观念以及内容加有自己的理解，但其所要传达的内容以及思想是完整的。而这样具有
强烈自我解读及不确定性的作品也正如艺术创作不是吗？

Abstract
This thesis is written in a language other than the author’s own, so its content as
she developed an understanding of ideas in English may reveal both inaccuracies
of grammar and indeed some misunderstanding of context and concept. This being said, the author uses the thesis investigation to reflect on her art education in
China and also to report on encounters with teachers she has met in Providence,
Rhode Island. So, the thesis has been opportunity to wonder about the significant role that various types of teacher (First Teacher to Fourth Teacher) play in
cultivating students’ artistic ability. The author has come to appreciate, as a result
of this investigation, that while teachers have a decisive influence on learning in
art that the teacher’s personality and thoughts are as important as instructional
content.

Introduction
Looking back through my art learning history, I was so lucky to meet different

kinds of art teachers. Their teaching methods are still used in many art classes.
Some of them seem unprofessional according to pedagogical concepts today; others are very stimulating to growth.
Another famous pedagogy concept “everything is art” makes good art education
seem to let children do whatever they like. Art educators create environments as a
playing place where students roam free. In that atmosphere, praise is given for everything the students did. It is a way of “naïve” protection which is totally distinct
to the more methodical or dogmatic teaching mode I had in the past. Meanwhile,
this learning environment seems unassailable and can’t be questioned. It makes
me wonder which core factor deeply impacts on art education? What is a proactive way to cultivate students’ creativity in art education?
Can art be taught?
In recent years, more and more art teachers start to transform from teaching art
content to teaching art-making process. I never want to claim that the only thing
students can get from art education is just creativity through a kind of open-type
process, which makes art education quite similar to the brain-stimulating activities in toddler period. For math, teachers teach students with basic formula and
calculation to help them get the right answer. Students can improve with the logical thinking. For music, students will be taught the skill of how to use the instrument to perform, and along the way, their understandings of the music even one’s
intelligence will improve.
What is the meaning of art education? What is the value of the art curricula?
What is the value of the art teaching process? What is the value of the art education?

Methodology
This thesis is based primarily on my own individual learning experiences, feel-

ings and feedback. I want to make conclusions not only from a professional academic view, but also from a student’s perspective.

Exploring the processes in both art and art education, I have begun to rethink my
own learning history, and examine the theories from professional researchers and
educators. A comparison of art classes and teaching concepts from different art
educators in different cultures and educational backgrounds will show the different core key qualities.

Everything Began --- Oh! My girl must be an artist

Figure.1 Drawing I made in 3 years old
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CHAPTER 1 MY LIFE STORIES

How to make a beautiful drawing? It is an essential question when I started to

draw with a pencil in my childhood. My mom believed I had talent in drawing,
so I started my art-learning journey in very early age.
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The First Art Teacher (1998-2003) --I loved color, but I lost my imagination

It is no doubt that my first art teacher’s teaching

method would be critically seen in the current education field. He was working in private arts education,
where children could learn drawing, dancing or other
art classes. In that after-school program, the teacher
let us draw by following his black and white line drawing examples and color them in around 1 hour. Within
the images, students were allowed to make different
patterns to fill space, and then colored it. Unexpectedly, students still could make a differentiation and an
individualized drawing under this kind of boring or
anti-creative instruction. The differences were made
through the choice of color and the choice of marks.
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It is a typical drawing class

where teacher focuses on drawing skills and the outcomes. Although it was not a good teaching method, I really enjoyed it
because I liked coloring. And I
felt happy when I find I could
draw as well as my teacher did.

Figure. 2 Starry Night (2000) 54x39 cm Color Pencil, Marker

During my six years of this type of learning, most people saw that I was good at
drawing. Yes, I do.
I have a good control to my hand so that I can make nice lines, circles and curves. I
also know how to use color to make variety of marks. The most important thing is,
I was confident in my drawing. I like to draw because I draw well.
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The Second Art Teacher (2004) --My drawing was lack of imagination, so it is bad

The difficulty happened when I met my second fa-

mous teacher at eight years old. The students had to
be chosen by her during the first class. She had to see
if the students were able to do the creative practicing
in her later class. Students were allowed to use different materials like color pencils, watercolors, makers
to made any drawing they liked. There was no topic
limited and skill guidance so that children could make
creative works without any pressure.

But I was so nervous. I was placed in a small corner

without any attention. I saw other children made some
great works but I only drawn a bird in the middle of
the paper, like I usually did.

Some children could not meet her demand. Unfortu-

nately, I was the special one she chose not for my good
technique but for my “dead creativity.” She honestly
told my mom that I was untalented in drawing and
lacked imagination. My mom begged the teacher to
let me have a try. After three weeks, I was let out of the
class because of no progress.
Who would like a thing that brings embarrassment,
and hurts one’s pride?
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The teacher’s entry requirement
test was to make an open topic
drawing ---a typical creative
exercise in present art class.
But how can children who need
guidance (like me) learn art?

I didn’t draw much after that, except I was still responsible for drawing the big

blackboard in my classroom every month. That was the only connection between
art and me in the last two years in primary school. Other adults still looked me as a
good drawer, but I knew I was not, because I had no talent or imagination.
I was an uncreative person.
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The Third Art Teacher (2007-2013) --I know I not creative, but I’m skilled

I entered a famous middle school two year later,

which chose those students with good grades as well
as an artistic ability. I was accepted because the drawings I made before.

I started to join in an after-school class to learn to

sketch on Saturdays again, which was run by my art
teacher in school. It was a free time studio and were
allowed to make still life drawing in four hours and
teacher gave a brief critique on each student’s work,
talking about the sketch skill. Sometime they also
demonstrated methods.
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It is a kind of basic art train-

ing class, whose teaching style
might be attacked by lots of
educators. But I question this
view and I also firmly believe
the value of basic drawing
technique in art education.

Figure. 3 still life sketch (2007) 50x36 cm pencil Figure. 4 still life sketch (2012) 55x40 cm pencil

During that period, I rediscovered my passion for drawing and I advanced quickly.
It was not difficult for me to figure out how to make a good sketch after my teacher’s guidance. From sculpture to portrait, I worked in my spare time without any
actual reason and pressure, from middle school to high school.

The class focuses on skill development and often provides a clear requirement so

that students understand well how they can improve themselves further. It is easy
for students to spend a lot of time persevering in learning basic drawing skills under this kind of stable leaning environment.
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The Forth Art Teacher (2013-2016) --Breaking rules, making wrong answers, I am creative

It was totally a new world when I studied at the university level. To some extent,

my professional art study began when my professor Yifeng Qin asked the answer
to the formula (a+b) 2 after the foundation training in the first year. He said that
everyone knew the right answer to this simple math formula, but he wanted to get
“wrong” answers from us. Everyone is different and everyone needs to challenge
the rules and break them.

Prof. Qin never showed specific skills in his studio class but used to make a high

quality critique on students’ work, from the topic, the materials and the concept.
He liked to give detailed personal advice to tell his student how to improve further,
but always follow “Never Believe Me! I Always Change My Mind!” to remind students not to regard his view as a only right answer. He also insisted on recommending good philosophy books and good writers to students. The principle he believes
in is “Have independent soul and have academic freedom.”

He liked to give us open-topic assignments. Figure.6 is the work that extremely impacted me a lot. Prof. Qin asked us to choose one of the famous Chinese painter’s
works and used pencil to copy it. He was not satisfied with my first drawing saying it was problematic work and every detail was different from original one. I was
disappointed to hear that. So I spent almost 40 hours copying this “boring” small
drawing, which Prof. Qin said was the best one he had ever seen.
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Figure. 6 copy Chinese Painting in pencil (2014) 26x37 cm pencil

By now, I realized why he asked us to do this drawing. It is a big problem that most
modern Chinese art students have difficulty in appreciating and understanding ancient Chinese paintings. But Prof. Qin helped us to understand it in a creative way.
Firstly, the artists he chose represented the highest level in Asian Chinese Painters.
Secondly, by using pencil to make a painting texture, students had to explore more
methods to make similar marks, so that students understand the materials well.
Thirdly, students had to find the painting steps on the original piece in order to
imitate it well. All these processes pushed students to spend enough time studying
those ancient pieces as well as understanding the drawing unconsciously.

I still remember how I forced myself to change the conditional reflex of accepting

a teacher’s suggestions or advice as soon as possible, without any doubts and thinking. Although it turned out that most of his advice was very useful but the critique
processes combined with an open questioning attitude allowed me to think and
25
question.

“Art cannot be taught” was raised in 20th century, but art teachers did not disappear after that time. If art cannot be taught, how previous masters learn drawing?
If art cannot be taught, does that mean all art teachers are wasting time in their
classes?

In next chapter, some historical highlights are mentioned to show how art was

taught in Chinese and Western history and during those periods art never stopped
advancing and developing. Having seen these histories, perhaps we can face and
discuss the problems in modern art education rationally, and not blame the problems to the concept “art cannot be taught”.
This is because arts always are taught.
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CHAPTER 2

CONCEPTS IN
ASIAN +WESTERN ART EDUCATION

In this chapter, we discuss several ideas about aesthetics pedagogy, teaching concept, educational goals and practical class structures in art education by ancient
educators in different fields.

Arts, as one of the most important subjects, was inherited by human being for

thousand years. It is no doubt that teaching is an essential way to make this inheritance continue, and also to inject new concepts into this process.
“Art cannot be taught” has been advocated by a lot of art teachers. It even becomes
a main pedagogical concept which reminds me of the slogan “everyone is an artist”,
since art is within everyone’s soul. And the following historical highlights are powerful evidences to contradict their view that “art cannot be taught.”

There were quite explicit historical examples that can be found when I talk about

Western history of art education. But on the contrary, the art education in ancient
China was not categorized for a long time. The historical highlights of art education in China listed below represent two great periods of education movements that
covered all subjects. Therefore, a brief historical background will be introduced, in
order to help reader understand the cases.
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Schools And Teaching Contents
Since the creation of written language, China could record events and thoughts

starting “in” early years. Begin the invention of rice paper, people began to write
down characters on bamboo or silk scrolls, the original form of books, which became an essential factor to the birth of school.There were documentations showing
the existence of educational institutions from Xia Dynasty (2070 BC–1600 BC),
Yin Dynasty (1600 BC– 1046 BC), to Zhou Dynasty (1046 BC–476 BC). But at that
time, only the children in noble families had access to education, and they were
mostly learning about rites of the rulers and military affairs.
In West Zhou (1046 BC—771 BC), every student needed to learn “Six Art” (六艺),
which were Etiquette (禮), Music (樂), Archery(射), Equestrian(御), Calligraphy(
書), and Mathematics (數). In early Chinese pedagogy, art was included in the education of “Six Art.”

Although the character “樂” means music, it was only used for ritual ceremony. It

only had six fixed tracks to play, and for some songs, there were dancers involved.
And these six tracks were devoted to different gods and ancestors. The most classic
one was The Nine Song (九歌) by Qu Yuan (屈原), which was famous for its lyric
rather than its rhythm. From the same educational material, Classic of Poetry (诗
经) contained 305 poems, which could be expressed in singing. These poems could
be performed in three ways, one with dialogues, one with official language and the
third focusing on speed and rhythm. Their contents covered various types of topics,
for example, the opening poem in the book was about love, and some other topics
were about the relationships between couples and nostalgia.

Since tones stand huge parts in

Chinese characters pronunciation, music and
rhyme become inseparable from literature education. So people at that time didn’t
see the education of “music(樂)” as art education, but rather for ritual ceremony.
However, phonology was an essential part in ancient Chinese education.
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Calligraphy (書), was considered both as visual art and literature. One of the reasons was that ancient Chinese used brushes to write and paint.

Many people think Chinese visual art is an art of lines. In ancient time, one of the

key lessons in calligraphy for children was to practice different types of scripts.
Their practicing method was facsimile. Chinese ancient artists usually imitate
master works as a beginner. Because they believe imitation can help them master
the drawing skill, and also build communication between hands and the tools. This
kind of imitation is not viewed as an obstacle for creativity, since mastering basic
skills can help to create your own style. Almost all Chinese calligraphy artists are
the evidence of this practicing method, because it built their solid basic skills. However, calligraphy was considered as a way of writing, not as a technique of art-making by ancient Chinese. To become a master in calligraphy, one needs to be able
to have a good hand-writing, develop beautiful content, and use the right script to
express its content. This is a quite subjective work and hard to be imitated. Using
contents to express one’s voice and form to illustrate concepts is still quite common
in contemporary arts.

The reason why I do not consider “calligraphy” as part of ancient Chinese art edu-

cation is that it is not until the past decade that people consider it as a kind of visual
art. In ancient China, the ultimate goal of calligraphy focused more on the strength
of the content. Simultaneously, writing styles were also important aspects because
they were the means to establish writers’ personalities. The formation and transformation of calligraphy art had close relationship with literacy and characters, and
could not be isolated from the meaning of content. To some extent, calligraphy was
similar to the literacy education and also had a close connection with the visual art.
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The Technician - Royal Artists
Actually, a part of Chinese paintings was trite and was made by royal artists, who
were trained to work for the emperor. Technically, they were not artists, but only
technicians.

Independent Artists –Literati

Literati were artists who had immeasurable knowledge of literature. Paintings they

made were referred as “文人畫wen-jen hua”(literati’s painting). Most of literati
were also poets, philosophers, religious scholars, politicians, musicians and inventors.
These literati leaded the prosperity of Chinese paintings in Northern Song Dynasty
and began a significant transformation in Chinese art history. Literati brought up
a new drawing concept － " 墨戏" (playing of the ink), which contradicted royal
artists’ stiff drawings with their style, and focused on the playful combination of
the art form, the content and the language. This idea is similar to contemporary art
on self-exploration and meaning-finding, and yet not limiting one’s vision with the
fancy techniques.
It is very obvious that throughout Chinese art history, literature and visual art
always have close relationship. Arts for ancient Chinese were not special expertise,
since music, art and poetry were intertwined within our language. Once categorized, it is inevitable to have limitations and mechanistic considerations, which was
what artists were despised by.
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It is hard to find concrete examples of arts education in ancient Chinese history

because at that time, artists are more like philosophers. Art was their mediums to
express their distinctive personal characteristics, as well as profound philosophy
and deep thoughts. They represented the possibility of diversity and the independent personalities and soul. This was the uniqueness of ancient Chinese artists.
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诸子百家 ---

Hundreds School of Thoughts

Warring States
Period

Scholars with different philosophies established their own schools

475 BC–221 BC

西南联大 --- Southwestern Associated University

1938-1946

to teach their beliefs. Students could choose which schools they
want to study.

The mission of the school was preserving liberal art education,
political autonomy, and academic freedom.
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Spring and Autumn Period and Warring State Period
This was the most brilliant period in Chinese history. At that time, the country

was divided into a number of small sub-state. Country was unstable because battles always happened. But this situation opened up the opportunity for scholars to
discuss their thoughts and concept freely. Because of this kind of freedom, which
enlarged the chance to hire by a monarch if he agreed with the scholar’s philosophy. Then the scholar would work with the monarch to strategize battles, develop
diplomacy and city arrangements. Many famous Chinese philosophies origin from
that time, like Confucianism, Taoism, Mohism, School of Yin-Yang.

Southwestern Associated University
The Southwestern Associated University was established

during anti-Japanese
War as a collaboration between several universities. There was no headmaster in
the institution, but all the teachers had the highest academic knowledge in their
fields and a lot of them had oversea backgrounds. Their curricula included Arts,
Social Science, Natural Science, Engineering, and the Laws.
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The Commonality During Two Periods?
1. The educational system was not administered by the government.
2.

Academic freedom.

3. Masters are instructors; meanwhile, they also represented various choices of
the style and thought.
4. The academic achievements, as well as academic viewpoint became main reasons for students to decide whom they would like to learn from.

The commonality in Chinese education and contemporary
art education?
1.

Arts is a open environment where any contents can be discussed.

2. The tradition that students learn from practicing artists directly is well kept in
art colleges.
3. Students have the option of their own learning contents, so their learning outcomes are practical.
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These common points show the core of art education, which is directly affected

By the quality of masters. An art teacher without professional training experience is the main reason that our art education is failing from what we hoped for,
because they cannot provide the real knowledge. Unfortunately, masters are not
considered as a key factor in teaching art in general educational setting.
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“Artists went directly from grammar school or home to

Medieval University
395-1270

“The students worked under masters, who helped them to
develop their ‘individual genius’. Teachers acknowledge that
everyone has different ideas, directions, talents and potentials.Teacher does not teach art, but they can teach the scientific application of paint and brushes.” (Schwabsky, 2016)

Black Mountain
School
1933-1957

workshops, often “graduating” from one master to another.”
(Elkins, 2001)
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Middle Ages
Even though university stands for “the corporation of students and masters,”

visual art was not considered as a part of university at that time. The only way for
those who want to become artist was to work as an apprentice under a master and
assist the master in completing his works. Through that way, the apprentice got a
chance to trace masterpieces.

Black Mountain School
The institution was established in 1933 by a group of teaching artists. It was locat-

ed near Asheville, North Carolina. The mission of the school was” the curriculum
should reflect what the students needed or desired to learn.” “Art cannot be taught”
became a topic at that time. But the teaching artist used a natural and informal
way to teach their students.
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All these examples had their special culture context. But it was proven that learn-

ing from a master is the best choice to find real knowledge. When art education
was not as common as nowadays, the only way to approach art was studying
under a master or a professional artist. The teacher’s aptitude was discussed rarely
because students learned specific skills and knowledge from a specialized person.
On the other hand, most of teachers in those institutions had authority to their
classes and curricula so that it was possible for them to choose the most useful
contents to share with their students.

A good learning environment should provide teachers authority to adjust their

curricula in the way they think fit best. But this kind of authority also brings out
the critical influence of teacher on art education.
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There are mainly two kinds of art class exist in art educations.
The first kind of art class is in art colleges, where students came to become artist
and have strong passion in arts. This kind of art class means to create a comfortable space for students to learn skills and also have conversation with professional artists.

The other kind of art class is set in preschools, public schools, museums and

private art institutions. To be honest, there is a huge gap between the first kind of
art class and the second kind. Art education is not being treated as an essential
academic class but schools still want to educate students about art. What kind of
methods can be borrowed from the general education? Which art concepts can
be used in the art classes? What is the outcome we expected from the general art
education? These are the questions I will discuss in later chapters.
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CHAPTER 3

CONCEPT IN

CONTEMPORARY ART EDUCATION

Art Education in Public Setting—
Educate Students Through Art
The appearance of art education has dramatically changed from apprenticeship

to general education setting. The goal of art education has transformed from
being an expert in art-making to learning art as a fundamental education. In
this situation, we have to be thoughtful as which art concept should be brought
into the curriculum and made as the guideline. This is the reason why I think
the concept “art can not be taught” that are applied into a lot of art classes seems
to be problematic. In addition, when being an expert in art-making is not the
target of general art education, what things can we bring to students?

Art Education In Art School—
Art As The Learning Focus
The education in art colleges is focused on art, where students learn specific

skills and tools usage from professionals and also have a community for connection. For example, critiques create positive outcomes in art classes. A high quality critique forms a trust bond between teacher and students to get a glimpse of
each other’s inner universe. The essence of having trust within a community is
important to the society outside of art class. However, the value of artists is often
underestimated in the society.
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I believe general art education will have great effects on students. But this cur-

riculum style always ignores the teacher’s aptitude due to simple designed lesson
plans and the constrained time arrangement. The aptitude here does not mean instructors’ teaching qualification or training, but the art practicing they focus on.
What is so special of being an artist if the slogan “every one is an artist” hold? It
is too hard to identity a good teacher. Whether a qualified art teacher can merely
draw well? What’s the difference between art teachers and teaching artists?

The chart here is a comparison of different art teachers in my art learning experience which can help us understand this question further.
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Untrained Art
Teacher
Teaching
Concept

Part-Time Teaching Artist

Independent
Educator

Making examples to let Tutoring students ac-

“Dating with art”

Being good, healthy

students follow

cording to traditional
standards

“One-on-one” private
study

people

Basic skill training
Giving students work-

Inspiring students by Pay attention to the

comes easily

Talented students are

ing direction

Creative thinking
Divergent thinking

Neglecting sustainable

Less practice in cre-

Strongly personal per-

Demand highly on

development

ative thinking

spective

teachers’ ability

Stereotype works

Too artistic
Demand highly on stu-

The osmotic effect

Asking students to be

Orthodox Art
Teacher

creative without any
inspiration
Advantage

Parents check out-

selected easily
Disadvantage

their passion and art

dents’ capability

foundational development of students

requires quite long
time
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Untrained Art Teachers
Untrained art teachers existed in my own childhood journey.
Both of them seem to have a very personal way of assessment, and are used to
assess students’ ability at drawing and being creative. In this way, parents who
know little about art could check their children’s outcome easily, and the teacher
select talented students from a big class easily. Obviously, it poses a threat to their
students. Those who follow teachers’ drawing examples would be limited in their
creative instincts and curiosity. Those unselected students would be depressed,
and stop their way to explore art when they are young.

Orthodox Art Teachers
The teachers who teach students in a traditional way, which means they have

certain standards to assess students’ works. On the other hand, they often train
students in stereotypical way to improve their skills. In the most cases, students
improve their skills quickly and teaching process is based on good lesson plans.
However, little attention is paid to brainstorming and critical, analytical thinking
which makes students too bonded by skills and rules.
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Part-time Teaching Artists
Teachng artists often teach in art college or university settings. They are practical
artists as well as teachers. They have passion, professional working skills, creative
and divergent thinking and experience in living as an artist, which has a positive
impact on students. But there is higher demand for students’ independent learning ability. What’s more, as an artist, they have strong personal values and concepts, which may influence students’ views.

Independent Educators
Independent educators as mentors have different learning and working backgrounds, but they are professional, knowledgeable and kind. There is little limit
to age of students, content, lesson plans or assignments and every conversation
comes optionally. But because they are out of educational system, learners meet
with them occasionally, and because the classes do not have good plan, the osmotic effect requires quite long time.
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Teaching is first all not a question of methods or teaching techniques, but of personality; lasting influence is personal radiation.
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--- Josef Albers

其身正，不令而行；其身不正，虽令不从。

---《论语》

People are drawn to the one who are principled and courteous. They are unlikely to

respect the authority of a person without those qualities.

--- THE ANALECTS
475 BC–221 BC
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师者也，教之以事而喻诸德也。

---《礼记》

The teachers’ job is through teaching, to guide students to a moral consciousness.

--- BOOK OF RITES
AD 80
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古之学者必有师。师者，所以传道受业解惑也。人非生而知之者，孰能无
惑？惑而不从师，其为惑也，终不解矣。生乎吾前，其闻道也固先乎吾，
吾从而师之；生乎吾后，其闻道也亦先乎吾，吾从而师之。吾师道也，夫
庸知其年之先后生于吾乎？是故无贵无贱，无长无少，道之所存，师之所
存也。
--- 《师说》韩愈

Every master was educated by teachers. Teachers share their wisdom and prin-

ciples, impart knowledge and help others deal with confusion. Since no one is born
omniscient, who can claim to have no doubts? If one has doubts and is not willing
to learn from a teacher, his doubts will never be resolved.

Anyone who was born before me and has more experience than me is my teacher.

Anyone who was born after me but may have more knowledge than me is my teacher. The way I choose a teacher does not depend on their age. In that way, no matter
renowned or unknown, old or young, anyone one can be my teacher if they have
knowledge.
--- ON TEACHING, HanYu
AD 802 TANG Dynasty
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身教重于言传

--- 王夫之

Teaching students by your action is more efficient than by your words.

--- WANG FUZHI
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教之而不受，虽强告之无益。譬之以水投石，必不纳也，今夫石田虽水润
沃，其干可立待者，以其不纳故也。
--- 张载

It does not work to push your students to knowledge without helping them understand. It’s just like watering the stone, it will not absorb. Although the stone seems
to be wet, it will dry again as soon as possible, because it does not accept the water.
---ZHANG ZAI
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In chapter 2 and chapter 3, we see highlights in art education from different cul-

tures and times. But no matter what situations or perspectives, teacher is always
the key in art education. The Romantic academies believed that “only the experience of a unique person can give you an idea of what voice, originality, and selfexpression are.” (p. 30, Elkins, 2001)

In ancient time, arts education was not treated as a public education and most

educators were masters in their own fields. At that time, art education did not need
to face the problem of teacher’s quality, which happened in modern art education
due to the expansion of art learners and the diversity of art teachers. When professional art education change into public art education, is it still necessary for the
instructor to be a master?

Obviously, there are highlights in all kinds of art teachers. But according to my

own experience, the negative influence made by unprofessional teachers like a
harsh critique or a long-time mechanical training will impact students’ future in
art. When the quality of “master as instructor” is no longer insisted, the reason of
having a master to instruct seems insignificant. Even Stephan Schmid-Wulffen said
in “What Do We Know” that a master often just talks in class. “But often they will
be less prepared. It ‘s a black hole.” (p. 30, Elkins, 20) Perhaps “master as instructor” is becoming a problematic teaching model in art education?
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CHAPTER 4 WHEN MASTERS TEACH

In this chapter I would like to relay the dialogues I had with three teaching artists.

The main reason I want to emphasize the importance of the teaching artist is

because I came from a university and normal public school where artists were
not involved very much in the classrooms. However the value that a working
artist can contribute is so unique.Their knowledge doesn’t necessarily apply in
a practical way to help students excel in mathematics or get rich. Most of these
artists are interested in big but “meaningless” topics. Each wants to develop
students’ ability in experiencing life, learning to explore what interest them, and
becoming self-directed. Teaching artists can bring the discipline and whole-life
enrichment from arts to wider groups of people.

Although these artists who teach often have not been trained in making lesson
plans and giving lectures, their art practice conveys concepts and a deep level
of self-awareness. They have high demands in the work and exhibit diverse
knowledge in various fields. The ways they feel, practice and learn from life are
valuable and powerful.

The artists below are from three different backgrounds. A short biography of

where they were educated and where they have taught precedes the interviews.
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GWEN STRAHLE
Profesor Strahle is a part-time faculty who has been teaching for 33 years in Rhode
Island School of Design.
She teaches the required first year foundation drawing courses and the elective
drawing marathon course that is open to all majors and all levels in Wintersession.
TEACHING EXPERIENCE
1984-present Senior Critic, Rhode Island School of Design, Foundation Studies
2004-present Wintersession Drawing Marathon, RISD
1987-88 Adjunct Faculty, Rhode Island College
1984-present RISD Summer Transfer Program, faculty.
1983 Teaching Assistant to Gretna Campbell, Basic Drawing, Yale University, Spring.
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Figure. 7 FLY (2017) 114x48’’ graphite power
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MAYA KRINSKY
Maya Krinsky is an artist based in Providence. She teaches studio and seminar

courses on language, translation and contemporary photography. Her background
as a language instructor informs her interdisciplinary practice, which is comprised
of drawing, video, photography and performance projects as well as curating and
consulting work that often explores how the elemental structures in learning a new
language either reflect or are at odds with lived experience.
ACADEMIC APPOINTMENTS
2014-present Rhode Island School of Design
Critic, Graduate Studies
Courses: Studio Languages seminar/studio (course designed by the artist)
Lecturer, Photography Department
Courses: Issues and Images I
Instructor of Record, Photography Department
Courses:Photo 2 for non-majors/Black and white
2014-15 University of Massachusetts Dartmouth
Lecturer, Design Department
Courses: Photo 2/ Digital Photography, Photo 6/ Senior thesis course
2008-10 Hampshire College
Instructor of Record, World Language Department
Courses: Elementary Spanish 1 and 2, Jan Term Immersion Program
2006-2012 International Language Institute of Massachusetts
Language Instructor/Staff: Intensive English Program, Free English Program for Immigrants and Refugees, Part-Time Spanish Language Program, Off-site Spanish
classes in Holyoke Public School district and BayState Hospital, Trainer in Openbook
English program.
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Figure. 8 Invisible (2017)
18x8’’ paper board

Figure. 9 Invisible, Detail
(2017)
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YIFENG QIN
Professor Qin now is printmaking department dean in Shanghai University, as

well as practicing abstract painter, photographer and the Ming furniture collector.
ACADEMIC APPOINTMENTS
2005 Qin Yifengs's Line Field Art Works, Eastlink Gallery, Shanghai, China (solo)
2004 Brave New World, Zee Stone Gallery, Hong Kong, China
2004 10th Chinese Art Exhibition, Shanghai Gallery, Shanghai, China
2003 The 1st Beijing International Art Biennale, Beijing, China
2003 International Contemporary Sketch Art Exhibition, Beijing, China
2002Xing Er Shang 2001, Shanghai Art Museum, Shanghai, China
East & West - Chinese Contemporary Art Exhibition, Vienna, Austria
2002 Qin Yifengs's Line Field Art Works, Eastlink Gallery, Shanghai, China (solo)
2001 Shanghai Modern Art Exhibition, Australia
2000 A Millenium Turn - The Possibility of Asian Contemporary Visual Art, 2000
Changing Culture Center, Shanghai, China
2000 Shanghai-Shanghai Modern Art Exhibition, Chicago, America
2000 Qin Yifengs's Line Field Art Works, Eastlink Gallery, Shanghai, China (solo)
1999 Qin Yifengs's Art Works Exhibition, Chinese Contemporary, London, UK
1999 Chinese Contemporary Gallery London, England
1999 Group Exhibition, Eastlink Gallery Shanghai
1998 Director's Choice, Red Gate Gallery Beijing, China
1998 Retake, Red Gate Gallery Beijing, China
1998 Through the Gate I, Red Gate Gallery Beijing, China
1997 China National Youth Oil Painting Invitational Exhibition, China
1997 Red Gate Gallery Beijing, China
1996 Red Gate Gallery Beijing, China
1996 Oblique Travellers, Michael Wardell Gallery & Annandale Galleries Melbourne
& Sydney - Australia
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Figure. 10 Fly (2016) 77x45 cm graphite power
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Q: What Role Do You Play As A Teacher?
STRAHLE : I’m a part-time faculty member. I’m not a full-time teacher, so I don’t
have to get involved deeply in any department committees. I enjoy concentrating
totally on the teaching when I am on campus. I don’t do other things. So I think
it makes a little bit easier to do works in my studio. I believe teaching is secondary
to my studio practice. That’s how I thought about it for a long time until recently.
Now I recognize teaching is a bigger part of my life but I am still a painter. To be
well balanced between these two areas is valuable.
KRINSKY: People asked me that question a lot actually because I use pedagogy as
material in my artwork. So the lines get blurred very quickly. But my answer is that
I don’t know. I would never say that I am just a teaching artist. I think I’m an artist
and a teacher.
QIN: It ‘s hard to say. But teaching is my job and art practicing is my life. But I like
schools that allow artists to have an academic environment to make art.
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Q: Why Do You Want To Be An Artist?
STRAHLE: I don’t know. But I know I saw things different from other people.
When I was young, I was involved in ballet. When I was freshman, I took a class
with a teacher in the painting department. I thought I was very clumsy but she
said do you want come to see the graduate studio? When I walked in there, the
first thing was the smell of oil painting. And it smelled so good. Being in her class
made me realize I wanted to be a painter. She was a good teacher and I followed
her, and that was it. I have a lot of freedom, expressive freedom as well as structure and it made sense to me. I thought I was very rich.
KRINSKY: I have always been an artist I guess. I started in drawing when I was
very young and I became really attached to the possibility to affect people through
the visual realm.
QIN: When I was young, I just like drawing rather than being an artist. There
weren’t many occupation choices because of historical circumstance, but I thought
art was so great! So I went to art school when I was 19 years old to learn traditional sketch. Then I learnt all Chinese drawing by myself and there’s no single master
to teach me. And in 1980s, I learnt abstract art and performing art.
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Q: What Do You Think Of Your Teaching In Class?
STRAHLE: I don’t want to have my students do just as I do as an artist. What I
think of my teaching definitely comes from my own experience as an artist and
also comes from my experience as a student. Now my experience, teaching, you
know, I made mistakes. So I learn a lot of things from my mistakes. Something
I don’t know how to do when I first got from here. I just came here thinking I’m
an artist and I’m going to teach from what I know. I didn’t think about how I can
encourage students to arrive on time, you know, all these things, I never thought
about that.
KRINSKY: I talked a lot about comfort. In many classes it is important to know if
the students are really uncomfortable or if they don’t get along for whatever reason. That’s not a way of learning.
In Studio Language (a class), I sort of run items together: the materials, texts,
artists, lessons and assignments. I eventually mesh these together and try to put
a lot order into the assignment myself. And then, I think about what are the best
things students can get out of the lesson. No matter why students choose the
course and for whatever reason, language is important to them. I try to make sure
the student work can be stimulating and I’ll give the students all opportunities to
think out what their reasoning is. I aim for the students to make some interesting
work that will change the direction to their practice, and provide something new.
QIN: Many students in China are not confident about their work so that they
try to learn or find answers from others. So in my class, I don’t want my students
believe my advices blindly. I ‘d like to critique students’ works with factual intention rather than just talking. Students’ works are like a target, which can be easily
discussed and expanded. I give them advice but ask them to rethink. Students
rarely rethink. I hope students start to think and stimulate their thinking function
form my advice rather than believe it at once.
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Q: What Things Do You Want Your Students To Learn From You?
STRAHLE: Be brave to take risks. It’s like the first two weeks I make everyone do
the same projects. They have to erase a whole big drawing, and then, start again.
Be free from one’ s own work and appreciate it. I aim to make them feel like they
can try different things. And not just opposite their work, but to try new things.
Research things, adds to your works. Be self-critical for themselves; be able to
know how to do that. When they are working on their own, they can read their
work better. They can develop it better and change it better.
KRINSKY: Well, in my class, there is pretty specific about understanding a sort
of critical course around language and translation topic. Some time the politics
around using language and translating this is involved. It’s a nice space to foster
a little bit, to understand a little bit, and to challenge a bit. Whatever the artworks you are making, whatever you show students, you are showing them in a
cultural and public contextual way, always. There are ways I feel to foster crossculture communication when they come to art-making. I think understanding a
kind of landscape of discussion around this idea so one can go back to the department and be able to stand confidently for the work. Maybe some ideas, they
found from others. So ultimately, I do hope I can create a community around a
certain way of thinking.
QIN: Be confident of finding your own way. Figure out your own identity; what
do you really want; what is your strength before you make art. On the other
hand, making art is a chance to be educated about not only positive values but,
like history, the attitude toward the future and the environment. Like the furniture in the Ming Dynasty I collected, they have 500 years history but still can be
used today. There is no single nail and no trace of glue on the furniture that are
made by natural material. The reason why the furniture can survive for such a
long time is because of the excellent construction works, not because they are
contemporary.
Finally, after getting your education, you should explore art deeper on yourself.
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MORE THOUGHTS FROM STRAHLE:
Q: You Always Give Us Many References And Suggestions. So
How You Distinguish A Good Drawing And Bad Drawing?
STRAHLE: I think that comes from my experience. Surrounding yourself with
peers who do lots of different things is a learning experience. I think teachers pull
from their own experiences in life. You have a range of experiences, but the more
the better. The more you get, the more you have from that. Like I’m working on a
series of paintings, but I kind of revisited something I did 25 years ago. As an artist, I know we always repeat ourselves anyway. I returned to an idea and learned so
much more about what I could have done. I really think it is a huge thing for an artist and a teacher to teach. You know all these things you can do. It’s interesting too
that some people, like students, have experience in art, some have experience from
life but they bring them to their drawing, and so when one person moves ahead
faster than others but eventually that people catch up and maybe then their works
become more interesting because of their experience.

Q: Is There Any Teacher Who Has Impacted You On Your Teaching?
STRAHLE: I think William Bailey is a great teacher. Because I watched him talk
about my work in the course, and I was scared of him because I am still life painter
and he is still life painter, I knew I would probably learn from him, but I really
didn’t want to study with him because I was afraid he would expect I make a painting like his and I didn’t want to. But when I saw him talk about other colleague of
mine, he could talk about any type of painting. He was incredibly knowledgeable
and incredibly helpful. So for me, he is a teacher that is a role model and an inspiration. In graduate school, you get such a range of committed teachers and they stay
in your mind and help you change your work. You go into your studio, you still
think about them. Andrew Forge is another memorable teacher.
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MORE THOUGHTS FROM KRINSKY:
Q: Do You Always Have The Right Answer To Your Question In
Your Class?
KRINSKY: I asked a lot of questions that I don’t have answers to. I ask students a lot
about their work, because I don’t know it. I actually think when you ask a question
to students and you know you have an expecting answer from them, they can tell.
They can feel when I am beginning to get it right. So I think the way you ask question is really important and one thing I actually do not do is to test students in our
discussions. If I want to test students, I will just give them a test. So I try not to do
that.

Q: Was The Professional Teacher Training Experience In Your
College Helpful To You?
KRINSKY: Yea. I was trained to be a language teacher and what that meant was I
learned how to do lesson plan.But It’s important. It’s about the lesson; it’s not about
me. It’s about students. Just because I explain something doesn’t mean you understand it. You have to get used to that and to do something for you to learn that. And
so how do you construct that lesson, a curriculum. Teaching is hard. You are going
to think about how you need to fill the three or five hours of class. It’s just about a lot
of philosophy, language and pedagogy, particularly about a personal relation like eye
contact in classroom, building a kind of trust, because when you are socially comfortable in the space, it leads to future growth.
.
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MORE THOUGHTS FROM QIN:
Q: What Do You Think About Your Students?
QIN: We are friends. The only reason I am their teacher is not because I have
excellent skills or I am famous but because I have more experience. I practiced art
earlier than them, so I more experienced in visual work. I am not surprised some
of you will be more successful than me in the future.

Q: What about those students who cannot continue art practicing after class?
QIN: Art education’s impact is time limited. Some students cannot continue practicing art after they graduated. That means art may not the necessity in their life.
It is important for a teacher to help their students to find their necessity, strength
and opportunity.
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CHAPTER 5 WE CAN TEACH ART

Because the rise of art markets popularity has made the arts more acceptable in

our lives, art education has expanded quickly. More and more parents and schools
have realized that, and allowed more children to go into art classes in order to have
artistic experience. But do art teachers know what can they provide?

In“Why typical preschool crafts are a total waste of time” by Melissa Dahl, the

writer talked about the argument made by early-childhood educator Erika Christakis, who objects to the crafts made in the preschool art class. She also writes that
“the cotton-ball snowman, the paper-plate Easter bunny, even the perennial classic Thanksgiving hand-turkey” are too much focus on products but not process,
and this makes children learn very little from it (Dahl, 2017). I do have sympathy
when I see this example, which surprised me that we have such similar art classes,
although they were set in different cultural backgrounds but shared the same misunderstanding and problematic class arrangements.
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The Meaning Of Process
Christakis mentioned that in many classrooms，“ “process art” keeps too much
of the boring mimicry for which “crafts” were originally derided and meanwhile， it doesn’t provide “even the pretense of old fashioned quality control or
skill acquisition” that the older method at least offered,” (Dahl, 2017). All these
kinds of concerns and complaints also appear in China. A lot of classes just
work like the class in Christakis’s example; the curricula has shifted from making two dimensional products to crafting three dimensional products, which
respond to trends in contemporary art. Students are asked to make a “creative”
craft and are guided by teachers through the process. Teachers insist that children can gain manipulative ability, creativity, and communication skills in this
natural process. Unfortunately, it rarely works that way. “Process art” (Dahl,
2017) becomes a hand-making class without any art content, an even more boring, rigid and aimless class.

What thing can make this process meaningful? THINKING.
What thing can make students think? ASKING QUESTIONS.
Krinsky said, “I think the way you ask questions is really important and one

thing I actually do not do is test students in our discussions.” (Krinsky, 2017)
Why is asking questions important? In Krinsky’s view, it is to understand her
students well, rather than to test them. To answer questions, students are pushed
to think about the reason for their actions, the meaning of the work, and the
quality of their product. Then, the deeper they think, the more meaningful the
process is.
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The Meaning Of Material
Christakis also gave the suggestion to this process class: “Instead of giving kids a
project of making a sunflower out of a paper plate and premixed paint, for instance, what if preschools took the time to give them real instruction in how to
use real art materials, like clay?” (Dahl, 2017)

But my opinion in this case is different from Christakis’s: the most meaningful

value behind the materials is the knowledge that can be obtained in the process.
Knowledge is measureable in the art making process and can be conveyed in the
materials. Actually, a material exploration is a kind of art-based research and
always happens in artists’ practices. For example, if I want to make a drawing,
then I will face problems like: what paper should I use? What’s the difference
between handmade paper, machine-made paper, and transparent paper? There
is also a difference between handmade papers made in different countries. There
are also countless ways to make marks on various papers. In this way, a boring
art class can be changed at the beginning by this first step, choosing a suitable
paper. At the same time, students learn how to research to fulfill their ideas. Just
like educator Ken Robinson said in a 2013 TED Talk, “What we do know is, if
you're not prepared to be wrong, you'll never come up with anything original”, in
this material exploring process, students have to face failures, adjust approaches
and make decisions. They begin to explore and understand new knowledge when
they encounter a new material. This is the value when process is measured by
knowledge.
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The Meaning of Drawing
Drawing as the main technology in art is no longer popular. A lot of materials
or game processes are added into public drawing classes to make them more
creative, but it actually still focuses on handmade or craft skill.

However, practical artist Saul Ostrow considered drawing to “have changed its

orientation from a matter of hand-eye coordination to being a discipline involving perception and systems of perspective” (Ostrow, 2012). When teachers have
practical experience, they can elevate simple or boring content to a new level.
Just like Strahle said: “ I teach from my practicing.”
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The Meaning Of Creative
Creativity is connected closely to art education. But what is creativity?
Does it mean the ability to make a new, original, imaginative product?

Designer Paul Rand said, “Don’t be original, being good is hard enough,”(Farah
Altaweel’s presentation, 2017). A good artwork never just has a new concept. In
fact, Professor Qin said in his interview that “I am doubtful of creativity because I rarely see a totally original work after Duchamp. Everything is related to
the past. Do not be creative, but be yourself.” (Qin, 2017) Creative is a big word
in education, but it means a unique person, who is different from everyone.
But if everybody is special, then art education means finding your specialties
through art practice. Perhaps educators can find their mathematical brilliance
when they make models. Perhaps they can find their literal ability when they
see artists’ works in a language context.
“Perhaps when my students realize they have no artistic talent, they will spend
time on sports. It’s great,”(Qin, 2017).

Art education can provide many possibilities in the learning process, so that
you can find your interests and be yourself.
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The Meaning Of Critique
“Critique is not necessarily negation and rejection; rather, it facilitates selection
and reformation. In other words, education is not only facing the challenges of selection and reformation of cultural elements, but it is also facing the challenges of selfselection and self-reformation.”--- Gu MingYuan, 2013

Critique is an important part of art school, and also the key to evaluate a class.

But we rarely can see critique in many public art classes, which may cause “the
loss of self-selection and self-reformation,” (Gu, 2013). But such loss can be partly
avoided by material exploration, if planned in a good way.

When I asked my interviewees who have private teaching studios the question

“Why you don’t critique your students’ works, but just encourage them?” The
most common reason I got from them is, “Everything is art, we can’t critique or
give a mark to any students.” At that moment, critique was regarded as the opposite of the art.

But actual critique has much value that helps students develop regardless of their
making skill in art fields or interactive ability in group. The critique process is an
environment that allows students and teachers to share their ideas from different
perspectives. I do not want to explain critique from the practicing method, but
rather what a good critique can bring us. We feel respected in a good critique because it is a platform where everyone’s perspectives are accepted and considered.
It is a place that shows different possibilities.

On the other hand, the teacher plays an important role in the critique. The teacher not only can give advice from different angles like skills, content, and concept,
but also can create a comfortable critique environment. In Cullen Washington Jr.’s
speech, who is a practicing artist, as well as a teacher, he mentioned that teachers should make “comfort” in their classes. Same as Krinsky: “In many classes it
is important to know if the students are really uncomfortable, or if they don’t get
along for whatever reason. That’s not a way to learn.” (Krinsky, 2017)
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The Meaning Of Product
I partly agree with Christakis’s view that “process should have more attention
rather than the outcome” ((Dahl, 2017)). But products still represent the outcome of the learning. The product will be rich if we have a high level making
process and critique.

Not only do the quality of the products need to be emphasized, the way prod-

ucts are shown also has impressive influence – a professional exhibition can help
students to be respected, to be serious about their future works, and also to be
treated as artists. This sense of pride can push them to continue making art.

In Chinese photographer Tian Chen’s exhibition, he showed the cooperation

made by him and his partners---his students who are mostly teenagers. All these
teenagers had no art experience before, and had mostly grown up in bad family backgrounds. However, after a few instructions about using a camera, Chen
let them bring cameras back home and record the moments in their lives. Every
student showed great passion and enjoyed clicking the button on the camera.
Then, their works were framed as well as Chen’s, and were exhibited in the gallery side-by-side. It’s no doubt that this is a great case that shows the unlimited
possibility of children if we can give them a chance, respect them as good artists
and show recognition of their works.
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CONCLUSION. WHAT WE CAN TEACH

In a 2013 TED Talk by Ken Robinson he argues there are three things about in-

telligence: “diverse”, “dynamic” and “distinct”.

Fortunately, artists are that kind of people because they are “Multipotentialite,”

“someone with many interests and creative pursuits, with idea synthesis, rapid
learning and adaptability. (Wapnick, 2017)

Abe Cajudo, who appeared in Amilie Wapmick’s TED Talk, is the “multipoten-

tialite” Amilie found who “is sometimes a video director, sometimes a web designer, sometimes a kick starter consultant, sometimes a teacher, and sometimes,
apparently, James Bond.” And “he can take on various roles, depending on his
clients' needs,” (Wapmick, 2017). Actually, multi potential can be found in many
artists. That does not mean artists have different careers but that they have multiknowledge. And these multi-experiences can support artists to develop broader
perspectives, in order to give their students multiple alternatives.
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I had the following conversation with Fangjin Zhen who is the fourth teacher in

the table – an independent educator and also my former Chinese teacher. In this
interview, he talks about the meaning of art education, the essential qualities of
good teachers, and the reasons why we have to be educated by art.

Q: What Is The Function Of Art Education?
ZHEN: 学院式教育的目的在于让学生对艺术有全面的理解，了解艺术的功能，艺术

的作用，艺术的方法，艺术的本质。但是艺术家不能靠学院式教育的培养。艺术的成
功在于自己先天的天分还有后天的努力。It is a way to improve humanities under-

standing, artistic attainments and social cognition. Academic education aims to
let students have a brief understanding of the arts, about their function, methods,
influence and essence. But it is impossible to make artists in school because that
depends on the inborn talent and the postnatal effort.

Q: What Is The Essential Quality Teachers Should Have?
ZHEN: 老师的人品是最重要，其次是他的专长。一个没有接受过专业培训的但有一技
之长的人，也可能成为很好的老师。 Moral quality is the core of any teachers. Meanwhile, someone who has proficiency in a particular field also can become a good
teacher although he doesn’t have to be trained before.

Q: What Do You Hope Your Students Will Be?
ZHEN: 青出于蓝，而胜于蓝。I hope they can get knowledge from me, then, become better than me.

Q: How Does One Become An Artist?
ZHEN: 终身学习，终身接受教育。 Lifelong learning, lifelong education.
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Zhou Weijun is a calligrapher in Shanghai. In his acceptance speech for a cal-

ligraphy competition in Shanghai he said that his middle school Chinese teacher
Zheng Fangjing impacted him a lot and gave him the possibility to become an
artist. At that time, Zhou was 57 years old. When I think back to my middle
school, I remember my art teacher’s beautiful dresses, and smiles, and she told
us it was polite if you turned the sharp side of the scissor to yourself when you
passed it to others. It was my original impression of a person who can draw well
that they were beautiful and graceful and making art was a great thing.

Art cannot be taught. But the thing a good teacher wants to teach is never just

art, but art as a key to a world that has amazing culture, history, ideas, concepts,
philosophy, as well as different experiences, perspectives and possibilities behind the door. A good teacher knows that art is not a necessity, but an important way to figure out one’s own identity, which can let people live in a true way.
Art is so important and broad that it makes it hard to teach. However, how
many students can remember the math class in their middle schools? But how
many middle school teachers leave a deep impression on their students, or even
change their lives?

Art as a “cultural identity” which means “shared culture, collective ‘one true

self ’, shared and hold in commons, a related but different view, critical point of
difference, which constitute what we really are? What we have become? Become
as well as being?” (Stuart Hall, 2003) A successful art education can give students an environment to resonate to global culture and also to question these
critical doubts themselves.
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Can Art Be Taught?

If Taught In A Pedagogical And Artful Way By Good Teachers,
Art, Then, CAN BE TAUGHT.
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